
Mrs. Zastrow’s 5th Grade 
Online Learning Instructions 

Week of March 30, 2020 to April 5, 2020 
DUE DATE April 6 

For any questions email me at zastror@dearbornschools.org. 

Assignments to Do
How can you support your 

child?

Reading 1.Complete 2 lessons on iReady on your 
pathway. You are to focus and try your 
best! I expect a pass rate of 85% or 
higher. Mr. Awada will continue the 
iReady raffle tickets after we return.

Students need to make sure no 
one else is logged into GOOGLE 
CHROME, otherwise iReady may 
not work. 

If students finish early have 
them complete more lessons on 
their iReady pathways or read a 
book, or use EPIC to read.

Writing This week students are asked to 
write their opinion. We practiced 
opinion writing earlier this year. 
Remind them they need to 
explain themselves with evidence.

Math Pages 14 and 15 are review from 
the few weeks before we closed 
down. Please have them work it 
out on paper and NOT USE A 
CALCULATOR.  

If students want to do additional 
practice, have them work on 
Khan Academy on their NWEA 
Maps.

Social Studies This is new information, that’s 
why we are only working on 2 
pages. Ask students how the 
colonist must have felt as they 
read. 

If they finish early, let them 
watch episodes of Liberty Kids 
off of Youtube. They’re 
awesome and follow along with 
our next unit. Here’s a link to 
episode 1: https://youtu.be/
S7qRZmHLobQ

From the digital Social Studies textbook 
on Google Classroom, read pages 119 to 
120. Answer the questions from the 
assignment on Google Classroom. 

1. On Google Classroom you are to 
complete pages 14 and 15 from the 
online math packet. The packet and 
where to answer are attached to the 
assignment. Please do not use a 
calculator. Remember to line up the 
decimals. 
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2. Complete a lesson on ZEARN.org. I 
attached at the end of this document a 
screen shot of where everyone started 
last week and their usernames. Student 
passwords are their birthdays.

Please see Google Classroom for the 
writing prompt. 
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Science We are extending our 
understanding of an ecosystem 
to look at a Kelp Forest. Have 
them look at the food chain 
example on page 14 and identify 
who gives energy to who.  

If they finish early, search up Bill 
Nye biodiversity on youtube. 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Q-wjAvfK4Ao

Go to fossweb.com and read pages 12-15 
in the Living Systems book. It is an 
example of a Kelp Forest Ecosystem. 
Once done, answer the questions on the 
attached Google Doc. If you want to 
watch an example of a Kelp Forest 
Ecosystem see https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UxJ4jMhkI4U.   
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